VIRTUAL PROMOTION KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY

The article presents a new concept of “Management of knowledge about virtual promotion” on the Internet. Usually a real product or service is being divided into four components (product, price, promotion and place) in accordance with the theory of marketing. One of the components is a product promotion. But now this element is becoming a fully virtual tool. It is necessary to consider product promotion as an image or a copy of a real product in a virtual space that lives in parallel on the network. Therefore, the objective of the paper is the presentation of a new object of research based on the experience of more than thirty real projects performed in Ukraine, USA, Europe and Canada. We regard the promotion as a software product, which works according to principles of knowledge management and machine learning. It is proposed that virtual promotion is characterized by four views: customer or user, data, technology and marketing. Thus, the structure of virtual promotion business process was presented. It includes four steps: selection of hypertext sources, knowledge representation and extraction, semantic kernel building and quality criterion evaluation to stop the process. Based on the process structure the research tasks were identified. The central task is semantic kernel forming. Then the software architecture was developed. IT solution contains CRM system as accounting tool and Web site as an image of virtual promotion. CRM plays main role as a commander center. Here we form semantic kernel and then send it via marketing channels such as Web site, telegram or viber accounts. Another part of IT solution is Web service such as Bing API or Google API. They help us to build the kernel. Also the paper demonstrates the list of future tasks that should be solved and the example of real project of proposed approach.
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and payments) and delivery (accounting and warehousing of goods). In other words, we are moving to the level of interaction between business units, which are represented by various autonomous software systems. These software systems can work both on a single platform and outside it. Only formats and data transmission channels are consistent (data integration). Further development of this situation leads to the emergence of separate software modules – intelligent agents. Each agent performs a specific list of tasks (not just functions). That is, it incorporates a set of algorithms (knowledge), which potentially can be changed, improved. These changes are made by the developer on the instructions of the customer.

The results obtained were not something new, because a study of IT development trends over the past thirty years clearly indicates the following features. First, as was shown by the results of the CRM project from IBM, the reason of the interaction between the client and the supplier of the product or service has been changed. The main goal of this interaction is to transfer unique knowledge from the supplier to the client, which he can use to meet his needs, fig. 1, a.

![CRM project conclusions](image)

As a result, a new vision is formed: the pyramid of needs is replaced by a pyramid of knowledge (fig. 1, b). It includes three levels: vision or mission, strategy (algorithms) and tactics (technologies). To control such a pyramid, it is necessary to use modern software.

The supplier forms a pyramid of knowledge that must be managed. In addition, part of this knowledge is transferred to the client along with the real product. Thus, part of the supplier’s knowledge is separated from the business system and placed on the Internet. We will call this part of knowledge “virtual promotion” (VP). In the literature this effect was registered at first as paradigm of WEB 1.0 – 2.0, when a business develops WEB site to promote its product or service [3–4].

Virtual promotion (VP) characterizes by four views: user, data, technology and marketing (fig. 2). The end user, in order to gain knowledge hidden in virtual promotion, is faced with one of four virtual views: a web page, a profile on a social media, a video clip or a telegram channels. These tools operate on data in three main formats. These formats contain links and keywords to put everything together.

Next view is involved in four core technologies. Marketing representation only captures the final desires of the client and supplier. Be the first in search of a server, so in the mind of client. This primary condition is reinforced by quality factors for SWEBOK model [5]. This is not predetermined. The client expects and seeks knowledge. Therefore, they must be managed.

Let us formulate the definition of a new research object “virtual promotion” and its characteristics. Firstly, the purpose of the functioning of this object is to ensure the quick and effective appearance of information about the product or service in the minds of potential customers. Such an appearance will be effective if, in response to a query from a search server or search engine on a social network, product information was in first place (first page in a response to a search query).

Secondly, the structure of virtual promotion is a combination of knowledge in the field of marketing and software engineering. Such a body of knowledge is capable of accumulating, storing and transmitting only information technology. Consequently, virtual promotion is a technology based on software or artifacts that describe the software development process. Thus, it is possible to apply software engineering and its methods to virtual promotion.

Then, thirdly, the parameters of virtual promotion become factors, criteria and metrics of software quality (SWEBOK), as well as metrics of marketing activities [6].

Fourth, the synergistic effect of the new technology is based on the application of knowledge management methods and Internet technologies [7].

Fifth, VP exists in parallel mode with the real product or service. Thus, we develop it as we do it with software, for example.

**Problem statement.** The main problems of virtual promotion functionality are:

*Incomplete information.* VP is based on the idea that the information about a product should be on the first position. But what kind of data we have as input and output.

At the moment, we regard as output the list of links generated by search engine and believe that would be enough to reach our preliminary goal in term of marketing. As input we consider the combination of hypertext, videos and images stored in Internet. In general, this hypertext describes the knowledge how a user satisfies some need using a product or service. Also user is interested in the quality of product or service if he (she) buys it. It is
necessary to know the price of possession of a product. And so on. On the other hand, the volume of hypertext is restricted by communication channel. The channel is being built between a user and VP via search engine. Usually user is not ready to read all texts fully.

Uncertain metrics. First of all, we should establish a relationship between the first positions in the search and sales. This connection provides a criterion according to which virtual promotion should be considered as effective.

Since 2009, a study of virtual promotion has been carried out in more than 30 projects in Ukraine, USA, Europe and Canada. This study was carried out as part of the BINTECO startup. This study shows that virtual promotion is an independent object, or rather the field of knowledge of the enterprise, which it is ready to share with potential customers. That is, virtual promotion is corporate knowledge that the company is ready to transfer to the client using open communication channels so that the latter can make a decision on the purchase of a product or service. This is the link between corporate knowledge and customer needs.

Then the goal of managing virtual promotion is to increase the efficiency of enterprise sales based on Internet technologies and knowledge management. By structure, virtual promotion is a component of the sales process. As we know according to knowledge management theory sales process includes the following steps: order processing, delivery and analysis. We propose to consider the process as follows, fig. 3. First stage is text processing to extract necessary knowledge in a form of semantic kernel. On the next step we provide search engine optimization activity to attract potential clients to retrieve our knowledge. Finally we analyze the position in search list according to predefined criteria of quality.

Based on the analysis of VP business process the following tasks were selected:

Choose the sources of hypertexts. At the moment we have the following hypertext sources: Google news, web page, social network page, telegram (viber) stream. These sources were selected because it is possible to extract the text automatically.

Knowledge representation and extraction. Next task is how to represent VP knowledge and then extract it from selected source automatically. One of the best way to represent is a semantic net;

Semantic kernel building. Therefore, it is necessary to build special semantic net to describe VP knowledge. This net is named semantic kernel [1]. It is convenient form for further SEO process.

Software architecture selection. To support the business process performance the special software should
be developed. The software architecture is based on the technologies, methods and algorithms mentioned above.

Quality criteria selection and analysis. Finally, we should evaluate the efficiency of our business process in term of income, time and customer satisfaction.

Thus, a new object of study is highlighted — virtual promotion. This object is characterized by the following goal: to increase sales efficiency. Structurally, virtual promotion is part of the sales process. Fig. 4 shows the business process of virtual promotion, which allowed us to identify five tasks for solution. In addition, virtual promotion is characterized by input parameters (hypertext from open sources and sources within the enterprise). The output parameters are the position in the search list and the quality criteria similar to the software quality criteria. This is due to the fact that, according to the business process scheme, its components are information technologies implemented by various software. Therefore, we will consider virtual promotion as some kind of software that has its own development and implementation cycle.

Consider an example of the implementation of such software for a real company in Ukraine

Solution. We assume that it is required to increase the efficiency of the sales process of a company that sells lumber. The standard distribution channels for lumber are shops, construction companies, and just citizens. Information channels for such a product are the Internet, rumors, recommendations and announcements in the newspaper. We assume that the main channel is the Internet. Then our task is to develop special software that visualizes knowledge about lumber (grade, dimensions, price, location, scope) on the first page in the search.

To implement VP business process, it was proposed to develop CRM system and WEB site. CRM system plays role of accounting for lumber in a warehouse, accounting for the process of interaction with customers, pricing policy, storage of description of lumber. But its main function, using the semantic kernel formation algorithm [1], is to form the last. Then the formed core is placed on the pages of the WEB site and the optimization process starts.

Software architecture of such IT solution is shown in fig. 5.

An interesting point of this project was the fact that there were about five WEB sites that work with this CRM system. This made it possible to fill the first page of the search, which also guaranteed an increase in sales. Each WEB site has got personal semantic kernel.

Results. Over the course of ten years, more than thirty projects have been completed, the results of which confirmed the presence of a new research object — virtual promotion. Projects have been completed in the following application areas: marketing, lumber sales, cosmetics, auto spare parts sales, construction materials, metal–plastic windows, jewelry production [10—12].

All completed projects included architectural solution, software and organizational measures according to the ideology of knowledge management.

Summary. The performed scientific work allowed us to get some interesting results. The project presented in the field of lumber showed sales growth for the first year of implementation of 100%. Similar achievements were obtained for other projects. Now the share of virtual advancement in the business of this company is about 70%. The average time to go to the first page and get the first significant effect of virtual promotion is 3—4 months. All projects were carried out in different application areas, which prove the reliability of the proposed approach. All virtual promotions are available online.
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